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Using the CLEO detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring we have searched for neutral-

Higgs-boson production in B decay, both through the exclusive modes B~H K and B~H K us-

ing the decay of the H into a pair of muons, pions, or kaons, and through the inclusive decay
B~H X using only the muon decay of the H . We find no evidence for a Higgs boson with a mass

between 2m„and 2m, .
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I. INTRODUCTION: THE HIGGS-BOSON MASS

In the standard model the 8"and Z bosons and the fer-
mions get mass through their coupling to a scalar Higgs
particle. ' In the minimal model there is a single neutral
Higgs boson, but its mass is not predicted. Other models
can have more Higgs bosons, charged and neutral. None
have been observed. Measured branching-ratio upper
limits for E~me+e and K ~mp+p have been used to
argue against neutral-Higgs-boson masses below 325
MeV (Ref. 2), although the theoretical uncertainties may
be large enough to allow such masses. A preliminary re-
sult from a study of radiative Y(lS) and Y(3S) decays
places a lower limit of about 5.8 GeV on the Higgs-boson
mass. However, this limit is sensitive to suppression of
the Y +H y —rate by large higher-order QCD correc-
tions.

Linde and Weinberg have shown that if one assumes
an efI'ective potential for the Higgs interaction with the
electroweak-symmetry-breaking vacuum at an absolute
rninimurn of the potential, the neutral-Higgs-boson and
top-quark masses are constrained in one-loop order by

(2rruMH ) ) 3 gmbos»+MH —4g mz«~, »,
where U =(+26' ) '~ =246 GeV and the sums are car-
ried over intermediate boson and fermion masses. In the
six-quark, minimal-Higgs-boson standard model this con-
dition would allow MH & mb only if m, were above 80
GeV. However, the physical vacuum may not be at an
absolute minimum, so the constraint may not apply.

The fact that the Higgs-boson coupling to a fermion
should be proportional to the fermion mass suggests a
search for a light Higgs boson in b-quark decay. In order
to gauge the sensitivity of such an experiment, we need to
know how the b might decay to the Higgs boson (Sec. II)
and then how the Higgs boson might decay to lepton or
hadron final states (Sec. III).

where r(m, /mb)=0. 48 is the phase-space factor for
semileptonic B decay. In the six-quark model the
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements V„and V,b should
be approximately equal and V,b should be close to 1 by
unitarity. If we set both V,b and V„/V, b to I, take
mb =4.9 GeV, and use 0.11 for the B-meson semileptonic
branching ratio, Eq. (2) reduces to

B(B~H X)=0.042
50 GeV

4
MH

1
mb

(3)

I.(S—H K)
p(B —H x)

If m, =50 GeV, this predicts a branching ratio between
4.2% and 0.9% for Higgs-boson masses up to 2m, =3.6
GeV (see Fig. 2).

The b ~H s mechanism of Fig. 1 suggests a search for
B decays in the two-body modes B—+H K and
B~H K*. In this paper we will consider both the in-
clusive mode B~H X and the two-body modes. Haber,
Schwartz, and Snyder predict that the branching frac-
tion for the H E mode should be rather large:

I (B~H IC)
I (B~H'X) ( I M„'/mb—)( I M„'/&'—)

The ratio increases with Higgs-boson mass as the Q of the
decay decreases and two-body modes become the only
ones kinematically allowed. Figure 2 shows the Higgs-
boson-mass dependence of Eq. (4) with mb =4.9 GeV and
the cutofF mass A=6. 1 GeV. Grinstein, Wise, and Isgur

II. THEORY OF HIGGS-BOSON PRODUCTION
IN B DECAY

Willey and Yu have suggested a search for the neutral
Higgs boson in B-meson decays. For a minimal neutral
Higgs boson decaying through the mechanisms di-
agrarnrned in Fig. 1, they predict
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FIG. 1. Diagrams for B decay to Higgs boson. P represents
a charged "unphysical Higgs boson" (Ref. 7).
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FICi. 2. Plot of the predicted fraction of B~H X decays go-
ing into the two-body channel with X=K (dashed curve, from
Ref. 9), and of the branching ratio of B~H X for two values of
the top-quark mass (continuous curves, from Ref. 7).
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predict about the same value of the ratio at low Higgs-
boson mass, but their ratio decreases with increasing M~
(Ref. 10).

III. THEORY OF HIGGS-BOSON DECAY

The direct coupling of the Higgs boson to a fermion
pair [Fig. 3(a)] would imply a decay rate proportional to
the square of the mass of the pair:

2 3/2
GFMH mg 4m~l(H ~f f )=— — C 1—

4i/2m'

C:
O. I

O
L

CD

where the color factor C& is 1 for leptons and 3 for
quarks. It has been suggested, " however, that the
Higgs-boson decay to hadrons is enhanced by gluon radi-
ation from a virtual-heavy-quark loop [Fig. 3(b)]. At the
parton leve1 the decay rate to gluons is given by' '

C)

O
co

I

—0.0I

K

3

l(H —egg)= a,X,s. ,
O

G~~~ 2 2

36&v~' ' (6)

Thus we have

MH —1
2

m&

r(H' K+K )9(1—4m~ /M-H )'"
l (Ho~ss ) 16(M~/m y

—1)

.444444~
g

(0) (b)
FICx. 3. Diagrams for Higgs-boson decay by (a) direct coo-

pling, and (b) intermediate gluons.

with N,z as the eftective number of heavy-quark types
with mass above MH/2 (Ref. 14). The resulting decay
rate to meson final states containing light quarks is
diScult to calculate, especially for a low Higgs-boson
mass, and published predictions vary widely. ' ' ' For
MH around 3 GeV, however, the measured rate for the
charmonium decay go~gg ~hadrons suggests' that Eq.
(6) should be a reliable estimate of the rate of Higgs-
boson decay to hadron final states containing light
quarks, but with a factor of 2 for nonperturbative
enhancement (see Fig. 4).

Equation (5) can be used for the rate for H +K+K—
once we have a prediction for the fraction of ss final states
that appear in two-body modes. As a rough hypothesis
we can take the fraction of K+K to be the same as in
e+e annihilation at a center-of-mass energy equal to the
assumed Higgs-boson mass:

o(e+e ~.K+K ) ~~'Px lEx(mH ) I'/(4MH )
(7)

o (e+e ~ss ) R, o.„„
with R, =3(—,

' ) . Experimental data' for the kaon charge
form factor Fz are consistent with P-meson pole domi-
nance:

2
M„(Gev)

FIG. 4. Predictions (see text) for Higgs-boson decay branch-
ing ratios: 0 ~p+p and 0 ~%+K

which is used to derive the branching ratio for
H ~K+K plotted in Fig. 4.

IV. EXPERIMENT

The data sample consists of about 487000 8-meson de-
cays, from an integrated luminosity of 212 pb ' at the
Y(45) resonance, accumulated with the CLEO detector
at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). The
CLEO detector' and our hadronic-event selection cri-
teria' have been described in detail elsewhere. In this
analysis we make use of (a) charged-particle tracking and
momentum measurement in cylindrical drift chambers in
a magnetic field, (b) particle identification information
from dE/dx measurements in the tracking chambers,
and (c) muon identification in drift chambers behind a
hadron absorber.

Charged particles are tracked inside a superconducting
solenoid of radius 1.0 m, with a 1.0-T magnetic field
parallel to the beam line. Three nested. cylindrical drift
chambers measure momenta and specific ionization
(dE/dx) for charged particles. The innermost part of
the tracking system is a three-layer straw tube vertex
detector with an rms position accuracy of 70 pm in the
coordinates perpendicular to the beam axis. The middle
ten-layer drift chamber measures position with 90 pm ac-
curacy and dE/dx to 14%%uo. The main drift chamber
contains 51 layers of wires, 11 of which are at angles of
1.9' to 3.5' with respect to the beam axis. The device
provides a position accuracy of 110 pm and a dE/dx ac-
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curacy of 6.5%. The track coordinates along the beam
axis are measured using the angled layers for stereo and
using cathode strips in the middle and main drift
chambers. The rms momentum resolution achieved by
this system is

(5p/p) =(0.007) +(0.0023p) (p in GeV/c),
as determined by Bhabha scattering and muon pair
events, and by the mass resolution for reconstructed par-
ticle decays, such as K, ~n m, A.~p~, /~K+K
D ~K m+, V~p, p, , and B ~D m (Refs. 19 and
21).

Muons are identified by an array of crossed planes of
drift chambers behind 1.0—1.5 m of steel surrounding the
CLEO detector. An additional layer of drift chambers
is located at an intermediate depth in the steel. The solid
angle subtended by the muon detector is 78% of the total
4m steradians. The total thickness of steel varies from 4
to 10 hadron interaction lengths depending on the region
and angle of incidence. The minimum momentum of
muon that can penetrate the absorber varies from 1

GeV/c for normal incidence on the magnet ends to about
2 GeV/c for the thickest part.

Our strategy is to search for the decay of B mesons
into H +~, where ~ is a strange meson [K or K*(890),
charged or neutral] and the H decays into a pair of
muons, pions, or strange mesons. Table I summarizes the
modes and Higgs-boson mass ranges for which these
searches are sensitive. In the case of H ~p+p we also
search for the inclusive B~H +X decay, where X can
be any particle or combination of particles. The upper
limit on the Higgs-boson mass for which this experiment
is sensitive is Ma=2m =3.6 GeV; because of the un-
detectable neutrino in ~ decay, we have no clear experi-
mental signature for H —+~+~

The analysis procedure for the exclusive modes is simi-
lar to that used in our reconstruction of exclusive B to
charm decays. ' In events which have passed our stan-
dard hadronic event-selection criteria we form track
combinations corresponding to the products of the par-
ticular decay chain being searched. We require that had-
rons have consistent dE/dx within three standard devia-
tions, in order to reduce the number of spurious track
combinations. For the exclusive p+p modes we only
require that one of the two muons be identified by a hit in
the muon detector, since typically only one muon will
have a momentum high enough for efficient detection.
We require that the K* and K* masses be in the ranges
892+80 and 899+80 MeV, respectively, with an

efficiency of 85%. We require that the total energy of the
products of a candidate-8 decay be within 70 MeV (2—3
standard deviations) of the beam energy. Monte Carlo
simulation indicates that (95+4)% of B decays into the
modes we have examined meet this requirement. Since
e e —&BB at the Y(4S) resonance, we calculate the
candidate-B mass from the single-beam energy and the
measured momenta of the decay products using the rela-
tion m~ =E„„—(gp, ») . The combined effect of the
CESR rms beam energy spread of 3.2 MeV and the
CLEO track-momentum resolution is an rms spread of
2.7 MeV in the reconstructed mass' of B mesons pro-
duced in Y(4S) decay. The B-candidate mass is required
to be within 7 MeV of the known B-meson mass.

Since most B decays do not produce high-momentum
particles, and the particles in 8 ~H K final states have
nearly the maximum allowed momentum, the back-
ground comes mainly from continuum events that have a
two-jet structure with the H candidate tracks in one jet
and the kaon in the other. To reduce this background we
calculate the sphericity axis of the event using the
charged tracks other than those of the B-decay candidate.
We then find the cosine of the angle 0 between the H
candidate and the sphericity axis. The continuum back-
ground peaks sharply at cosO=+1, while for real B de-
cays the cose distribution should be isotropic. Therefore,
to reduce continuum background we require that
~cosO~ (0.8 for all the final states except the dimuons, for
which the background reduction is not needed.

The inclusive dimuon search, B~H X with
H ~p+p, offers the potential of a higher rate as well
as a result that is independent of models of how often the
b~H s process of Fig. 1 yields a particular two-body
final state. Because of the loss of the B-mass constraint,
however, single muons from misidentification of pions
and kaons and from semileptonic decays of B, D, K, or m

contribute a significant background if we require only one
of the two muon candidates to be identified. In the in-
clusive search we, therefore, require that both muons be
identified. For muons with sufticient momentum to
penetrate the iron absorber (typically 1 m thick) to the
outer layer of chambers, identification means detection in
both orthogonal projections of the outer chambers, or
detection in one outer projection and in both projections
of an inner layer of drift chambers located after 30 cm of
iron. For muons with momentum too low to reach the
outer layer, identification means detection in both projec-
tions of the inner layer. Figure 5 shows the dimuon
detection efficiency as a function of dimuon mass.

TABLE I. The range of sensitivity in H mass and the detection efficiency e for exclusive two-body
decays B~H ~ with various H decay modes and strange mesons sc. The detection efficiencies are
averaged over the H mass range and include the K —+m.+~ and K*~Km —branching fractions.

H decay

MH (CseV)
e(H K —)

E(H K )

e(H K*—
)

~(H'K*')

0.2-3.6
0.21
0.063
0.025
0.10

0.3-3.6
0.33
0.071
0.041
0.14

1.0—3.6
0.35
0.08
0.03
0.18

1.4—3.6
0.032

0.015

KDK *'

1.4-3.6
0.035

0.017

1.8-3.6
0.04

0.02
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V. RESULTS

Figures 6—12 show the observed numbers of candidates
for each searched mode as a function of the Higgs-boson
mass. A Higgs boson would appear as a clustering of
events within a mass range given by our experimental
resolution, which varies with mass and decay mode and is
typically 15-30 MeV rms. Such a clustering is seen for
the dimuon modes at M+=3. 1 GeV, corresponding to
the well-known decays 8~%'X, +E, etc. with
+~p p . In some dipion and dikaon modes there is
also a clustering near 1.9 GeV, consistent with
D ~m. +m or E +E, and D —+K m+ with a
misidentified pion or kaon. There is no discernible signal

FIG. 7. Top: observed number of candidates for B~H K,

H ~p+p as a function of M&, with K=K, K, K *,and
charge conjugates. Bottom: corresponding upper limits (90%
confidence level) for B(B~H K)B(H ~p+p ).
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for a Higgs boson.
In order to derive for each mode a quantitative upper

limit for the product of branching ratios for the 8-to-
Higgs-boson decay and for decay of the Higgs boson, as a
function of the Higgs-boson mass, we make a least-
squares fit to a smooth background function plus a
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FIG. 6. Top: observed number of candidates for B~H X,
H ~p p as a function of MH. Bottom: upper limit (90%
confidence level) for B(B~H X)B(H ~p+p ).

FIG. 8. Top: observed number of candidates for B~H K,

H —+m+m as a function of M&, with K=K, K, E*,K *,
and charge conjugates. Bottom: corresponding upper limits
(90%%uo confidence level) for B(B~H K)B(H ~m+n. ).
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the number of B mesons produced [assuming
"f(4S)~B+B and B B in the ratio 0.57 to 0.43] and
the detection efficiencies (see Table I for average values).
The bottom portions of Figs. 6—11 show for each mode
the measured 90%-confidence upper limit for the product
branching ratio implied by the area of the fit Gaussian
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) and
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peak, as a function of the central mass of the peak. Note
that these limits are not dependent on any theoretical
models of Higgs-boson production or decay; they apply
equally well to any narrow neutral particle state for
which these modes are appropriate, for example, to the
g(2.2 GeV) state suggested by Mark III data.

In order to see what the measured product branching
ratio limits for the exclusive modes might imply about
limits on B-to-Higgs-boson decay branching fractions, we
have to divide each by a theoretical branching ratio for
the Higgs-boson decay into the particular searched mode.
From the discussion in Sec. III we see that this cannot
always be done unambiguously. For H ~p+p we use
the parton model [Eqs. (5) and (6) with a factor-of-2 ha-
dronic enhancement of the H ~gg rate] at Higgs-boson
masses above 3 GeV, and a horizontal-line extrapolation
down to M~=1 GeV (see Fig. 4). The extrapolation
should be a lower limit on the branching ratio for
H ~p+p, provided there are no significant resonance
e8'ects in the hadronic branching fraction that would
cause it to increase (and the dimuon fraction to decrease)
with decreasing Higgs-boson mass. For H —+%+K we
use the direct H~ss coupling formula [Eq. (5)] and the
e++e ~K+K data [Eq. (9)]. Since we have no reli-
able theory for dipion Higgs-boson decays or decays in-
volving K*, such modes cannot be used to derive limits.
In the low-mass range from M~ =2m to 1 GeV one ex-

p
pects H —+p+p and H ~me. to dominate, so that we
can combine our dimuon and dipion data to get a B-
decay branching ratio with no additional assumptions
about the Higgs-boson decay:

B(B~HOK) =B(B~H K;H ~p, +p )

+ 3B(B~H K—;H ~m+~ ) .

The —,
' factor accounts for the undetectable H ~m. ~ de-

cays. The implied model-dependent branching-ratio lim-
its for B—+H K are shown in Fig. 13.

The next step is to reexpress the branching-ratio limits
for the two-body modes, such as B~H K, as limits for
the inclusive decay of the B to the Higgs boson. In the
case of B—+H K —we do this by dividing the limits by
the prediction for I (B~H E)/I (B~H X) given by
Haber, Schwartz, and Snyder [Eq. (4)]. For other
modes, such as B—+H K*, there is no corresponding pre-
diction, only the estimate that they have much smaller
branching ratios. Figure 14 shows the resulting model-
dependent upper limit for each of the exclusive
B—+H E— searches expressed as an inclusive branching
ratio for B~H X. For comparison we also show the re-
sults of the inclusive B~H X (H ~p+p ) search, as-
suming the Fig. 4 prescription for the H —+p p
branching ratio. The lowest upper limit for the decay of
the B to the Higgs boson is given by B—+H K —,
H ~p+p or n+m in the 0.2-to-1.0-GeV mass range,
by B—+H K+—,H —+K+E in the 1.0-to-1.1-GeV mass
range, and by the inclusive B—+H X, H ~p+p in the
1.1-to-3.6-GeV mass range. Below 1-GeV mass the best
limit assumes only Eq. (4), while above 1.1-GeV mass the
best limit assumes only the prescription for the
H ~p+p branching ratio given in Fig. 4. Although
the theoretical assumptions could be wrong, it would be a
challenge to think of a model which could suppress the
modes that give the best limits in Fig. 14 without enhanc-
ing some of the many other modes we have searched for.

To see what the limit on the B-to-Higgs-boson branch-
ing ratio implies about the possible existence of a neutral
Higgs boson in the mass range investigated, we need a
theoretical prediction of the branching ratio. The formu-
la given by Willey and Yu [Eq. (2) or (3)] indicates that
the branching fraction is very strongly dependent on the
unknown top-quark mass. %'e, therefore, use our
branching-ratio upper limits and Eq. (3) to define the
two-dimensional region in MH vs I, that is excluded by
our measurements (see Fig. 15).
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FIG. 13. Upper limits (90% confidence level) for
B(8 ~H K ) as a function of MH, obtained from limits for
particular H decay modes (Figs. 7—9) using theoretical predic-
tions (Fig. 4) for the H decay branching ratios.

FIG. 14. Upper limits (90%%uo confidence level) for
8(B~H X) as a function of MH, from exclusive B~H K data
(Fig. 13) divided by the Haber, Schwartz, and Snyder (Ref. 9)
expression for I (B~H K)/I (B~H X), and from the in-
clusive measurement of B~H Xwith H ~p+p
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ratio and if the model assumptions used in obtaining the
limits in Fig. 14 do not overestimate our experimental
sensitivity to Higgs-boson decays, then a minimal neutral
Higgs boson of mass between 0.2 and 3.6 GeV is exclud-
ed, provided that the top-quark mass is at least 30 GeV.
For Higgs-boson masses near the III mass (3.1+0.1 GeV)
the minimum top-quark mass required to exclude the
Higgs boson increases to 36 GeV. In light of the experi-
mental lower limit of 28 GeV on the top-quark mass
and the various pieces of evidence that the top-quark
mass is greater than 44 GeV, we can, therefore, exclude
the neutral-Higgs-boson mass from the 0.2-to-3.6-GeV
range with considerable margin for error in the theoret-
ical models used to interpret the data.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Our conclusion is that if the Willey and Yu formula
does not overestimate the B-to-Higgs-boson branching

FIG. 15. Maximum value {90/o confidence level) allowed by
this experiment for m, as a function of the assumed value of
M&, as implied by the Willey and Yu prediction {Ref. 7) for
B(B—+H X).
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